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1. Extended Abstract
Operating System-level virtualization, also known as a con-
tainer, is an increasingly popular approach to isolating ap-
plications that use the same underlying OS kernel [2, 5–7].
Containers have recently gained popularity as the default
back-end for Docker, an application packaging and distri-
bution system used by companies including Google [3].

The purported reason to use containers over a hardware
virtual machine, such as VMware or Xen, is reduced over-
heads. Containers forego the ability to run different OSes—
an essential feature of VMs, but can be appropriate for sce-
narios where all guest applications are programmed to the
same OS API. Containers are implemented by copying a
subset of OS data structures, which one would expect to
be lighter-weight than running another complete OS in-
stance. Similarly, data structure initialization can be faster
than booting a legacy OS kernel.

This difference in implementation techniques raises con-
cerns about security. Unlike VMs, containers expose the host
system call table to each guest, and rely on pointer hooks
to redirect system calls to isolated data structure instances,
called namespaces in Linux. One security concern for con-
tainers is that there may be exploitable vulnerabilities in the
pointer indirection code, leading to information leakage or
privilege escalation. System calls servicing one guest oper-
ate in the same kernel address space as the data structures for
other guests. For this reason containers also disallow func-
tionality such as loading kernel extensions.

A second security concern for containers is that any vul-
nerabilities in the system call API of the host kernel are
shared, unlike VMs. Specifically, a kernel bug that is ex-
ploited through a system call argument is a shared vul-
nerability with a co-resident container, but not on a co-
resident VM. As a point of reference, the national vulnerabil-
ity database [4] lists 147 such exploits out of 291 total Linux
vulnerabilities for the period 2011–2013. In short, contain-
ers inherit the same security problems as monolithic operat-
ing systems written in unsafe languages, which caused peo-
ple to turn to hypervisors for security isolation. In contrast,
the interface exported by a shared hypervisor is narrower,
and less functionality executes in an address space shared

among guests. Moreover, the hypervisor isolates each VM’s
memory for kernel data structures using a second set of page
tables like Extended Page Tables (EPT) [1].

Memory isolation like VMs for just the container specific
kernel objects can solve the problem of security isolation for
containers. We leverage hardware virtualization features like
EPT to create a hardware isolated memory namespace, and
prevent access of container specific kernel objects outside
the namespace. We redesign the OS to be EPT page pro-
tection friendly for containers. We change the allocators for
container specific objects to be at page granularity so that
the protection boundary can naturally map to page trans-
lation and page protection provided by EPT. We maintain
the light-weightness of the containers by sharing the OS be-
tween containers and the host while providing the memory
isolation using a second set of page tables like EPT.

The contributions of this work are as follows:
• A redesign of the OS to be EPT page protection friendly.
• Provide VM-like EPT based isolation to containers with-

out sacrificing the container’s efficiency with very low
overheads.
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